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Thank you for shaping Metro 2050, the update to the Regional Growth Strategy 

In July 2021, the draft of Metro 2050, the update to the regional growth strategy, was released for a 
five-month comment period. Thank you for your interest and response – when organized by topic area, 
over 900 individual comments were submitted! These comments have been reviewed and considered by 
Metro Vancouver, and many improvements were made to Metro 2050 as a result. The Metro 2050 
Issue-Response Table includes all of the comments received, organized by the audience group that 
submitted them, and sorted by topic area. The complete summary table can be viewed here. 

Metro 2050 was updated based on your comments, and at its meeting on March 25th, the MVRD Board 
formally initiated the regional growth strategy bylaw by reading it a first and second time and scheduled 

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/PlanningPublications/Metro2050Issue-ResponseTable.pdf


a public hearing for 6:00-11:00 pm on April 20th. Following this, member jurisdictions will consider 
acceptance during May and June. Third and final reading of the bylaw by the MVRD Board is anticipated 
for July, 2022.  

Please watch the Metro 2050 Engagement webpage for more information about the upcoming public 
hearing as details become available. 

The updated Metro 2050 can be viewed here, and the Board initiated bylaw can be viewed here.  

 

 

Metro Vancouver’s Draft Regional Parks Plan is Open to Public Engagement  

Metro Vancouver is updating the 2016 Regional Parks Plan and we’d like your input. The Regional Parks 
Plan guides Metro Vancouver’s work to protect natural areas, and to provide opportunities for people to 
connect with nature. The updated plan will ensure that we address climate change, social equity, and 
the health and well-being of residents. The plan also seeks to continue exploring pathways to 
reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples. The draft plan is ready for review and we want to hear from you. 
Your feedback will be considered in revising the draft plan before it is submitted to the MVRD Board for 
final adoption. 

Read the draft Regional Parks Plan, watch a recording of the webinar and provide input by accessing the 
feedback form. More updates about Regional Parks planning can be viewed here. 

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/metro-vancouver-2040/metro-2050/engagement/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/metro-vancouver-2040/metro-2050/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.metrovancouver.org/boards/GVRD/RD_2022-Mar-25_AGE.pdf#page=100
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/parks/Documents/Draft_RegionalParksPlan2022.pdf
http://www.metrovancouver.org/parksplan
https://metrovancouver.civilspace.io/en/projects/regional-parks-plan-update
http://www.metrovancouver.org/parksplan


 

Three amendments to Metro 2040 in the City of Surrey approved by the MVRD Board 

At its January and February meetings, the MVRD Board adopted three separate amendments to Metro 
Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future (Metro 2040) within the City of Surrey. The amendments included 
the following regional land use designation changes: 

• 228 175A Street – change from Mixed Employment to General Urban to allow for residential and 
commercial uses and an assisted living facility. 

• 5510 180 Street – change from Industrial to Mixed Employment to allow for a hospital and 
cancer centre. 

• South Campbell Heights – extension of Urban Containment Boundary (by 223 hectares); change 
from Rural (228 ha) to Mixed Employment, Conservation and Recreation, and Agricultural; 
change from Mixed Employment (13 ha) to Conservation and Recreation; and removal of Special 
Study Area. 

More information about the amendments can be found on the Metro Vancouver Completed 
Amendments webpage.  

 

 

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/metro-vancouver-2040/amendments/Pages/completed-amendments.aspx
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/metro-vancouver-2040/amendments/Pages/completed-amendments.aspx


 

Putting Regional Social Equity Mapping Data to Work 

In 2020/2021, Metro Vancouver commissioned a project to prepare a baseline set of social equity maps 
for the region based on a wide variety of different indicators of equity including demographic, housing, 
environmental, economic, and social development indicators.  

All of the Inequity Baseline Data Indicator Maps (2021) can be viewed here. In addition, the GIS datasets 
are available on request to support consideration of social equity in local planning work.  

In 2022/2023, research into social equity and regional planning will continue with a series of “case 
studies” looking at how mapping and geospatial analysis can better support planning decisions. Anyone 
interested in providing case study ideas or participating in this phase of work is encouraged to contact 
regionalplanning@metrovancouver.org.  

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/PlanningPublications/Equity_Regional_Growth_Management_Study_Phase2-Appendix-I-Maps.pdf
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/PlanningPublications/Equity_Regional_Growth_Management_Study_Phase2-Appendix-I-Maps.pdf
mailto:regionalplanning@metrovancouver.org


 

New Active Transportation and Transit-Oriented Development Design Guide  

The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has released a new guide for integrating active 
transportation facilities into transit-oriented development projects. The guide is a supplement to the 
British Columbia Active Transportation Design Guide (2019). 

The Active Transportation and Transit-Oriented Development Design Guide can be accessed here.  

 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/driving-and-transportation/transportation-infrastructure/engineering-standards-and-guidelines/traffic-engineering-and-safety/traffic-engineering/active-transportation/bcat-tod-design-guide-mobile.pdf

